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An Object Oriented Programming Environment for
Communication, Coordination and Control in Computer

Intergrated Design and Construction: Phase I

Abstract
The development and testing of knowledge based computer tools for the integration of design and constrction

(CDCIS) are described. A system architecture is presented which is intended to provide coordination among
multiple designers working in separate engineering disciplines, using knowledge to estimate interface conditions
between disciplines, recording who used any piece of design data created by others, and how such data was used,
and checking for conflicts among disciplines, consuuctability, and construction cost and schedule impacts of design
decision. The system is based on the object oriented programming and blackboard control techniques. Cwrent
status of CIDCIS along with a simulation example is presented.

I Introduction
On July 17, 1981, two skywalks in the lobby of the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Kansas City collapsed. Cited as the

"most devastating structural colapse ever to take place in the United States", 113 people died and 186 were injured
[11]. This was not only a failure of a physical structural system, but also a failure of the process by which mos

projects in the U. S. are designed and bUiltL The primary objective of our research is to provide computer based
tools which would help during design and construction to avoid errors of the t-pe made in Kansas City.

The Hyatt failure was attributed to a combination of three events. First, in progressing from the preliminary to
detailed design, where joint and connection detailing occurs, the design of the hanger to spandrel beam connection
was inadequate. Second, in developing shop drawings, the connection detaii was changed by the steel fabricator,
thereby "compounding an already critical condition." Third, this second error was not caught during approval
checking of the shop drawings by the strucmral engineers. These were all errors of communication and coordination
in the design process, errors caused by the structure of the process, lack of tools used in this process, and focus on
documenting the product of design while neglecting "process" and "intent" documentation.

Construction creates, in general, one-of-a-kind products which are unique configurations of widely used
components. The planning process is a typical configuration type process. Because of the large number of
components and the interactions of multiple technologies, the components included in the product are decided in an
iterative design process. In each iteration, interfaces and interface conditions among these components ar designed
with slack to account for potential variations created when the components and interface values become better
known. Iteration proceeds towards increasing detail; design personnel may change, and their numbers expand with
increasing level of detail

Cbnsmicdon in the U. S. is framented. On a single project, interacting design technologies come from separate
firms, and there is little coordination between designers and conmictor(s). Because designers find coordination
among themselves difficult, they leave this task to construction managen or the contractor. Thus, working drawings
lack detail Shop or fabrication drawings we required to document details, but potential conflicts among trades are
often unrecognized until construction begins. Several undesirable effects we caused by this lack of coordination.

1. The construction process is slowed, work stops when a conflict is found.

2. Prefabrication opportunities we limited, because details must remmin flexible.

3. Opportunities for automation we limited, because capital intensive high speed equipment is
incompatible with work interruptions from field recognized conflicts.

4. Rework is rampant, because field recognized conflicts often require design and field changes.
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5. Conservatism prevades design, because designers provide excessive slack in component interfaces to
avoid conflicL

6. The industy is unprepared for the advent of automated construction, as the need for experience in
design limits choice to available materials placed by hand.

All of these problems decrease productivity. In addition, failures, such as the Hyatt collapse, occur more often then
they should. Overcoming these problems requires significant changes t Die design process, together wigh superior
compute inegrted con.sructon (CIC) tools. Those tools must be ailoe to the needs of designers who are [2]:

"cmanu y igaWd in waching out vwious consequmea of dsm p decisiom [ecially ths made by When]"

This report detils the development of a prototype system to test new concepts for computer tools to integrate
design and construction. The major objectives of our research ae to:

1. Facilitate effective coordination and communication in design and construction.

2. Capture the process by which individual designers make decisioMs, that is, what information was used,
how it was used and what did it create.

3. Forecast the impact of design decisions on construction.

4. Provide designers interactively with detailed construction planning.

5. Develop intelligent interfaces for automation.

Our framework for a computer integrated design and construction system (CIDCIS) could significantly improve.
productivity by.

" reducing error in design;

" providing more detailed design;

" providing better construction planning;

" allowing easier recognition of design and construction problems;

" using constructability criteria throughout design; and

* advancing automation.

Lesns from the Hyatt failure show that such tools are required. Had the connection designer had access to the
concepts of load transmission underlying the preliminary design, local buckling might have been recognized and the
joint details changed. Had the fabricator preparing the shop drawings had access to that information, he would have
seen that his change violated the purpose of the connection scheme. Had the shop drawing checker seen all these
changes together with their intent and known, he would have recognized the faults in the design.

Th engineeing design process and problems associated with this process are described in Section 2. Using this
bacgound, an overview of the proposed product of this woik is given. Background material on computer-based
technologies used in this work is presented in Section 3. A system architecture which utilizes concepts from
knowledge-bised systems and database management systems is described in Section 4. This is followed by a
description of the coment nus of the project and a list of publications.

2 Scope of Work
The problems that engineers normally solve fall along the demrdon-formation spectrum [1]. In derivation-type

problems, solutions consist of identifying an outcome or hypohesis from a finite set of outcomes known to the
problem solver. By contrast, in formation-type problems, the problem solver has only the knowledge of how to
form the solution. A variety of problem solving techniques are invoked to arive at a solution.
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Design and construction planning problems fall at the formation end of this spectrum. Design and Planning are
accomplished by a team of engineers, each knowledgeable in a particular aspect of the problem, but with little
knowledge of the decision processes of others. Each could be considered as one of many sources of knowledge, and
hence, design and construction could be viewed as a process of constructing an atract which satisfies constraints
from many sources by using knowledge which also comes from many sources. The extent of interactions can be seen
by looking at the diverse set tasks, listed in Table 1, that must be performed by a diverse set of professionals during
the design, for example, for a high rise building [ 14].

Pl gArchitectura design
Spatial layout Site planning
Preliminary swuctunl design Analysis modeling
Component design Geometric modeling
Subsuucture design Cost estimating
Electrical distribution design Elect. distribution analysis
Mechanical design Mechanical analysis
HVAC design HVAC analysis
Vertical transportation design Regulatory compliance
Various design critics Fire safety analysis

Table 1: Tasks involved in the Design of a Tall Building

As CAD/CAE becomes more widespread, each of these consultants will be performing increased amount of their
work with computer tools, tools which will embody and use their knowledge in their speciality area.

From this view, the stages of structural design and construction might be described as [15]:
1. Conceptual design involves the selection or synthesis of a potential (preliminary) design satisfying a

few key constraints.

2. Analysis is the process of modeling the selected system and determining its response to external
effects.

3. Detailed design is the selection and proportioning of components such that all applicable constraints
we satisfied.

4. Design Review involves evaluation of the detailed design, produced above.

5. Construction involves the preparation of shop drawings, development of detailed construction
schedules, actual construction, and construction monitoring.

During each stage in this process, representatives from the various interacting disciplines meet and discuss
potential ineractions between the components they am designing. They use estimates of space needs, structural,
heat, and electrical loads, ad other factors to set requirenems for their systems based on the needs of others.
Experience is used to estimate these interfaces. Explanations on how these estimates were determined is seldom
sought, except where they cause conflicts between objctives. When individual designers select components and
systems during may stage of design, they use and try to develop sohutions which satisfy fie interface estimates

The problem with this process is that individual designers often lack sufficien experience in both estimating their
intafaces (assessing their impact on others) and in asking for information needed fom others. They assume,
instead, situations similar to other designs. Similarly, they seldom think about and may even lack knowledge of
constructability or management and control of the construction process. This may lead to incompatible component
selection and poor choice of design parameters. For example, the use of wide rooms in low cost housing is
incompatible with inexpensive construction techniques. The designer is assumed in this process to have sufficient
knowledge of constution techniques, materials, and equipment to make proper decisions. This is seldorr the case.
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Also, since the present design process does not document reasons behind decisions, others cannot easily question

decisions or improve designs.

In this report we will provide a conceptual framework for a computer-based system that addresses the above

problems. Figure I provides a user view of a CIDCIS (Computer Integrated Design and Consmucd.on System),

where users within their discipline interact with individual CAD tools and KBS for component design and solution

generation. These systems automatically communicate with a global system which provides data and support

facilines

Architect HVAC Designer Structural Fabricator

GLBA DATBAS Controller

Figure 1: User View of CIDCIS

In the first version, we plan to use two interacting computers, one operating with a commercial CAD system, the

other a high speed workstation with good knowledge representation tools. Knowledge representations for support

facWties are required to:
I. Estimate and negotiate interface parameters between stages of design, doing so in an interactive

manner, when a designer asks for information (i.e., if a desiperasks for information that has not yet
been developed, knowledge will be used to estimate values);

2. Keep tizck of who used design information, when, and whether it was estimated or actual values (so
that when vales change, the design can remain cordinatd);

3. Use coded individual knowledge sources to assist in or automate component design, retaining
component information about sources of dam used in the design, the Algouithrs or knowledge used,
and inputs on design rationale from the usei

4. Operate numerous background processes to check design choices for interferences, violations of
interface assumptions, constructability, and cost and schedule impacts;

5. Allow user input and design alterations from either the CAD system or the knowledge representation
workstation; and

6. Inform designers of the impacts of initial designs and changes by others on their design choices.
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Development of this system involves solutions and integration of the following basic requirements for managing
the complexity of engineering design knowledge and data [10].

1. Hierarchical knowledge/data structure.

2. Object oriented representations.

3. A mechanism that keeps tacks of design and planning justifications.

4. Multiple, corelated design requirements.

5. Cross representation consistency checking.

6. Version controL

7. Keeping tack dam use.

8. Programming language interfaces.

9. Interaction with graphics and drafting.

10. Conventional databases and analysis tools.

11. Integration with construction (manufacturing) project management data.

A framework that addresses most of the above issues is described in Section 4.

3 Background on Computer-Based Technologies
Several computer-based technologies required for this work work are briefly described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

3.1 Relevant Computer-Based Technologies

Developments in computer science and engineering methodologies have provided engineers with a variety of
software development tools. The computer-based software development tools that are rcievant to this project are:

1. Object Oriented Programming (OOP) Methodologies;
2. Knowledge based systems (K S);
3. Database management systems (DBMS); and
4. Traditional algorithms.

Object Oriented Programming. Object Oriented Programming (OOP) is a style of programming that involves
the use of objects and messages. Objects are defined by Stefik and Bobrow as [19]:

Objects are entities that combine the properties of procedues and dama since they perform computations and save local
state.

Objects contain slots and slots may consist of a number of facets. A slot may simply be an ainbute or it may be a
relati The facets contain metsa-information about the sloL

All actions in object oriented programming ae performed through messages. Messages tell the object what to do
and not tow to do it. Methods ame atached to the object to execute the actions associated with the messages. The
message pasng ability m OOP supprs the concept of data abracdoo.

Objects can be grouped into "classes," where each class of objects knows how to perform several actions.
Indivial instances of objects can be create from a patcular clas. The Object Oriented programmer builds a
system by specifying new classes of objects and their associated methods. Most OOP systems support the concept
of "inheritance," where a class of objects may be specified as a "subclass" of another "superclass" of objects.
Subclasses and instances inherit methods from their superclass, and am usually more specific entities than their
(usually) more general superclass. An object may inherit methods and data from multiple classes through a network
of wucunal relatdonship. In short, every object has the ability to: store information. process information, create
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new information, and communicate with other objects. Thus 0OP facilitates encoding design and construction

knowledge in a disaggregared and modular form.

As an example consider the following object.

BEAM-I
izstasice: "Boam"
M :
Methods: Display-momant, Calculate-momnt

The message (send beam-) calculate-moment), where beam-I is the object to which the message is addressed,
would compute the moment in accordance with the Calculate-mo.ient method. For further details about object

oriented programming see [19].

Knowledge-based systems. US are computer programs which incorporate knowledge and reason through the
applicatior of their knowledge to data about a specific problem. If these systems incorporate human expertise then
they am called knowledge-based expert systems (KBES). For the purpose of this proposal, the term KBS will also
be used to connote KBES. A typical KBES consists of three components: Knowledge-base. Conext, and Inference

Mechanism or Control Mechanism. Several problem solving architectures used in the Inference Mechanism are.
described in [181. In this work, a variation of the Blackboard architecture, which facilitates the integration of
diverse sources of knowledge through a global database - the Blackboard, will be used [6]. A brief description of the

Blackboard architecture is provided in the next section. In addition, the work on truth maintenance systems will also

be utilized [3, 4].

Database management systems. Engineers have always dealt with large amounts of data ii, diverse applications.

Hence, storing and manipulating dat forms an integral part of the engineering process. Database management

systems (DBMS) provide means to store large amounts of data for use by a variety of applications. Data access is

controlled through a dictionary so that individual programs need not be changed when the database structure

changes.

A number of systems that utilize some of the computer-based technologies and relevant to the proposed work am

described, in the following sections.

3.2 Blackboard Architecture & Relevant Systems
The Blackboard architecture provides a framework for I) integrating knowledge from several sources, and 2)

represeting multiple levels of problem decomposition. It uses two basic strategies [12): 1) divide and conquer, and

2) opportunistic problem solving. The divide and conquer strategy is realized by decomposing the context, which is
called a Blackbad, ino several levels depicting the problem solution decomposition, while opportmistic problem
solving is achieved by focusing on de parts of the problem that seem promising. The Blackboard architecture has

been successfully used in solving a wide range of tasks, such as speech recognition [5]. signal processing [13], and
planning [6]. In " secton, an overview of the Blackboard architecture is presented 1.

A Blackboard system consists of a number of Knowledge Sources that communicate through a Blackboard and

"h nick by Pmy Nid in the Swmunr 1916 isse c( the Al Magzui pmwidm a SoW ovewew md wwy of evend B]ackboard basW
KBES
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INFERENCE MECHANISM

BLACK~BOARD AGENDA or

Level

2 -STRATEGY

LevelKS

SPECIALIST

Level KS 2  KS3

RESOURCE

KS 4  KS5

KNOWLEDGE-BASE

Figure 2: The Blackboard Architecwurt
(Adapted fromn [7])
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we controlled by an Inference Mechanism, as shown in Figure 2. These components are described below.

Knowledge.Dase. The Knowledge-base consists of a number of knowledge sources (KSs). These KSs are
independent chunks of knowledge and do not directly communicate with each other. Instead, they participate in the
problem solving process by creating entries in a global database - the Blackboard. Each KS consists of a condition-
action pair. When the conditions of a particular KS we satisfied the KS is placed on an agenda in the Inference
Mechanism. The actions of the KS are executed when the KS becomes executable, ie., it has a high priority rating.
KSs can also be organized into larger chunks called knowledge modules (KMs). The knowledge-base can be further
organized into various levels, as shown in Figure 2; this organization was first implemented in HASP/SIAP [13].
These levels depict a plan for organizing problem solving activities.

Blackboard. The Blackboard or Context consists of the information or entries generated by the KSs during the
problem solving process. It is orga-uzed into a number of levels. These levels depict an a priori plan for the solution

of a problem that can be naturally decomposed into a set of levels. Each level contains objects and attributes that are
important to the representation of the problem. The hierarchy of levels in the Blackboard is known as the abstraction
hierarchy.

In addition to the vertical abstraction hierarchy, the Blackboard can also have a horizontal dimension. For
example, in HEARSAY-l and OPM, the horizontal dimension represents overlapping intervals in the solution.
Normally, KSs are specific to certain levels in the Blackboard. i.e., the activation of a certain KS depends on the.
entries generated at certain levels in the Blackboard, while the actions of the KS modify enu-ies at some other level.

The main units in the Blackboard are hypotheses. The hypotheses are either primary guesses about particular

aspects of the problem or partial solutions. Hypotheses at various levels are related through sm-uctu-al relationships.

Inference Mechanism. The control strategy incorporated in various Blackboard-based systems differ in many
aspects. In the earlier versions of Blackboard systems, the Inference Mechanism consisted of two main components:
the Agenda or Scheduler, and the Monitor. The Agenda keeps track of all the events in the Blackboard and
calculates the priority of execution for KSs that were generated as a result of the activation of other KSs. The
Monitor takes the element with the highest priority and executes iL Several problem solving strategies can be
implemented using the Agenda and the Monitor. The Inference Mechanism described above was further elaborated
in several Blackboard-based KBES.

A summary of current Blackboard-based :'stems is provided in Table 2. Further information about these systems

can be found in [9].

4 A Framework for Computer Integrated Design and Cotstruction
In Section 1 (pag 2) several objectives for a Computer Integrated Design and Constuction System (CIDCIS)

have been enumerated. To achieve these goal, a system archisacre based on curret tends in programming
iethodolog, objea oriented databases, and knowledge based systems is decribed. An overview of a CDCIS is

provided in Section 4.1. This is followed by a discussion of various components comprising the system.

4.1 Overview of CIDCIS
CIDCIS cr- ,e envisioned as a network of computers and users, where the communication and coordination is

achieved, through a global database, by a control mechanism. CIDCIS consists of several Knowledge Modules, a
Blackboard, and a Control Mechanism. These terms are clarified below.

1. Control Mechanism. The communication, coordination, data trusfer, and all other functions define
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the Control Mechanism. Sometimes this control mechanism is also known as Inference Mechanism.

2. Blackboard. The medium through which all communication takes place. The Blackboard in the
proposed system is divided into three partitions: Coordination. Solution, and Constraint Definition.
The Solution Blackboard partition contains the design and construction information generated by
various Knowledge Modules, most of which is referred to as the Object Hierarchy containing
information about the design product and process, while the Constraint Definition Blackboard partition
contains the interaction (or interface) constraints between objects depicting various components of the
design and construction process. The Coordination Blackboard partition will contain the information
needed for te coordinatian of various Knowledge Modules.

3. Knowledge Module. A Knowledge Module can be viewed either as: a knowledge based expert
system, developed for solving individual design and constuction related tasks, or a CAD tool such as
a database structure, i.e., a specific database, an analysis propam, etc., or an user of a computer, or a
combination of the above. A KBES could be viewed as an aggregation of Knowledge Sources (KSs).
Each KS is an independent chunk of knowledge, represented either as rules or objects. In the proposed
system, the Knowledge Modules are grouped into three categories: Strategy, Specialist, and Resosrce.
The Strategy KMs help the Control Mechanism in the coordination and communication process. The
Specialist KMs perform individual specialized tasks of the design and construction process, while the
Resource KMs are mostly algorithmic CAD tools.

A conceptual view of a CIDCIS is shown in Figure 3. In it, any of the KMs can make changes or request

information from the Blackboard; requests for information are logged with the objects representing the information;

and changes to the Blackboard may initiate either of the two actions: finding the implications and notifying various

KMs, and entering into a negotiation p-ocess, if two or more KMs suggest conflicting changes.

Details of individual components are provided in the following sections.

4.2 Control Mechanism
The Control Mechanism performs two tasks: I) evaluate and propagate implications of actions taken by a

particular KM; and 2) assist in the negotiation process.

Task I is accomplished through:
1. methods associated with objects in te Object-Hierarchy of the Solution Blackboard partition (SBB);

and

2, a truth maintenance system which keeps the global database in a consistent state.
If two KMs try to access the same object, then the priorities are achieved by the Strategy KM and the scheduling
information is stomed in the Coordination Blackboard partition (CORDBB). A possible trace of events is shown in

Figure 4, and outlined below.
1. A preliminary design of a building (in the form of objects) which includes loading details and

designers intenions in making certamin decisimons is posted on to the Solution Blackboard partition by
the Conceptual Desigar.

2. Let he connection details of a particular joint be represented by the Connection object. The
Cowecdon Designr will send a message with details of cnnections and any assumptions madedwing tedesip.

3. The truth maintenance sysem checks to see whether earlier assumpoons made by the Conceptual
Designe are violated or not.

4. Asociated with the Connection object ar methods, which indicate the possible KMs that can modify
the object. Assume that Fabricaw KM is one of them. A message is sent to Fabricator KM to find out
whether the connection can be fabricated in the field.

5. Notify the Connection Designer if any problems are anticipated.

6. Sometimes two or more KMs my want to modify or access a particular object in the Solution
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Blackboard partition. This information is stored in Coordination Blackboard partition and is used by
the Control Mechanism.

A possible scenario for task 2 for a domain which involves the design and constuction of interior finishes is given

below (See Figure 5).
1. Lt the Architectural KM post the location and other details of beams in the beam object, whose

primary owner is Architecutral KM.

2. The HVAC (Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning) KM would post a message with the
assumption that there is a hole in the beam.

3. Solution Blackboard partition sends a message to Constraint Defmition Blackboard partition, which
checks to see if the objects being modified have any interaction (interface) constraints. If so then
appropriate constraints are stored in the Coordination BB partition.

4. Solution Blackboard partition, then, sends a message to Strategic KM to check the constraints.

5. Strategic KM sends a message to the Constraint Handling KM (CHI3M). C{KM checks to see if the
interaction (interface) constraints are satisfied. If so, a message is sent to Solution Blackboard
partition and appropriate actions are taken (step 6'

6. If the interaction constraints are not satisfied then the Strategic KM performs a constraint negotiation.
Constraint negotiation may involve relaxing constraints by a particular KM. If constraint negotiation
fails then system goes into a deadlock and alWes the KMs. Constraint negotiation can be performed at
several levels. In the current system it will be assumed that refinement of levels in the Solution
Blackboard partition occurs only after appropriate interaction (interface) constraints are satisfied.

7. If above process succeeds then Strategic KM sends a message to Solution Blackboard partition, at
which stage the details required for the next level in the Solution Blackboard partition are set up and
appropriate KMs are activated.

43 Blackboard: Global Database
The purpose of the Blackboard is to: 1) provide a means for storing information that is common to more than one

KM 2) facilitate communication and coordination; and 3) ensure that designs and plans generated during design and

construction are consistent.

The Blackboard in the proposed CIDCIS will be partitioned into: Coordination (CORDBB), Solution (SBB) and

Constraint Definition (CDBB) (Figure 6).

4.3.1 Coordination Blackboard Partition

The Coordination Blackboard partition (CORDBB) contains the bookkeeping information needed for the
coordination of ICAs.

4.2 Solution Blackboard Partion

The Solution BB pudtion (SBB) is divided ino levels (object hierarchy). Each level contains objects that

reprsent certanm aspec of the design and comruction process For eample, the 3D space level contains objects

that e spaces allocated to sucual systms, piping stems, mechanical syms, ezc. This level can be

reduced to detailed levels, such as system and component levels.

The objects in SBB are conected through relational links, wherm te relational links provide means for objects to

inherit informwon; these relationships provide a framework to view the object from different perspectives. In this

work, the following relationships ae needed in the SEB: generalization (IS-A) for grouping objects into class.

claftcat n (INSTANCE) for defining individual elements of a class, agregation (PART-OF. COMPONENT) for
combining components, alternadon (IS-ALT) for selecting between alternatve concepts, and versionization
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needed for the source of data and its change, uses of data, assumptions made, etc..

Associated with thene objects are methods which provide a means for 1) performing some procedural
calculations; 2) propagating implications of performing some actions, for example if the status (assumed or actual)
or the value for a particular object changes then these changes can be broadcast to all concerned Khs; 3) helping to
perorm t coordizuuiou process. For example methods can be used a demons to perform the following

-osm i relased t'kL
1. Estimating, which involves continuous cost forecast capailties, from early estimates to detailed

owna considering the equipment that will be available. This estmating wil start with material and
quantity modeling based on building standards for munmn work and would Murs be updated with
characteistics of the tenant. As layout work proceeds. material anid quantity estimates would be

2. Scheduling. which is similar in structure to Estimating, and uses much of the quantity data developed
from the estimate forecast, passed to it with messages.

3. Couasructability, where constant critics look for incompatible materials, space use. construction space
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needs, equipment requirements, etc.
Knowledge for all of these inputs will come from working with expert on all p:. ses of the project, owner, designer
and constructor. Further details of the use of methods in the communication process are provided in Section 4.2.

A typical object that resides in the SBB could be structured as follows:

SBB-Object
VAkLU:

status:
CRZAT&D-sT:
JOUSTZFZC&TION:
PART-Cff:

12-ALT:
VZU.SON-OF:

VZRIZON-NO:
OWMhD-BY:

€ONC RD-IOD :
CONSTPZNTS:

range: (IS-A CONSTRAINT-O5JKCT)
------- (and so on)

EImTODS:

43.3 Constraint Definition Blackboard Partition
The Constraint Definition BS (CDBB) contains various constraints that are imposed on the designed object. The

constraints can be of two types: constraints local to the object (designed) and interaction (interface) constraints that
several objects should satisfy simultaneously. An example of a local constraint is Beam.bending-stress should be
less than 0.660Beam.maerial.yield-stress, while the example of an interaction constraint is Pipes greater than 2
inches cannot go through steel beams or columns. Only the interaction (or interface) constraints will exist in the
CDBB; the local constraints will reside in objects of individual KMs.

An object describing these constraints could be:

Constraint-Object
CONSTRAZIS:

range: (IS-A S3R-O3SCT)

range: (IS-A InrMACTIOt--C $TRNT)
otm: (as needed)

The satus facet cm take values like sati.ed, .wpended, Wolaed, etc. A taxonomy of these constraints can be
defined by the user. Adequa facilities will be provided for the user to incorpomte these constraints. For further
infomation on the use of constraints in structural design see [16].
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4.4 Knowledge Modules
The Knowledge-bae (KB) consists of a number of Knowledge Modules (KMs). Each of these KMs are further

decomposed into small units called Knowledge Sources (KSs). The architecture of most KMs could be very similar
to the overall architecture of CIDCIS, i.e., knowledge is distributed among several objects (or KSs) and
communicate through message passing. KSs can also be decomposed into smaller units, if desired. Taus the KB
reflects the hierarchical design process.

Some KMs may incorporate both texzbook and heuristic (surface) knowledge, while other KMs may include fairly
deep knowledge. Surface knowledge consists mainly of production rules encoding empirical associations based on
experience. This type of knowledge is useful for setting interface constraints between disciplines and between levels
of design interaction. In a system with deep knowledge, both causal knowledge and analytical models would be
inco roraod. A fully deep system may be difficult to realize with the current a of the an of KBES. However, it
is possible to encode analytical models. In this study, the term fairly deep knowledge is used to denote analytical
models.

The KMs, although distributed, can be classified into the following categories: Strategy. Specialist and Resource
KMs. These KMs are briefly described below.

" Strategy KMs analyze the current solution state to determine the ccurse of next acti .n. A scenario
using the Strategic KM is described in Section 6.2. Since this level may used to control various tasks,
such as the activation of Specialist KMs during the coordination process, it comprises the task control
knowledge.

" Specialist KNs contribute to various stages of design and construction. Most KMs at this level are
KBES that have a local Blackboard which may be divided into various levels of abstraction, and
several KSs that interact with the local BB. For example the possible KMs required for an interior
finishes design and construction problem are:

1. Architectural Designer, for layout and finishes, including flooring and ceiling systems, etc.

2. IVAC, for heat load calculations, duct layout, diffusers, etc.

3. Lighting, for layout, lighting levels, heat generation, etc.

4. Plubing, for layout. etc.

5. Construction Planning, for schedules, costs, consmctability checking, etc.

6. Structural. only for detailing attachments.
Individual KMs will, moot probably, be residing on different machines and will make extensive use of
networking protocols for communicating with the Blackboard.

" Resource KMs contain the analytical knowledge and reference information required for analysis and
design. These KMs are typically comprised of algorithnic programs and databases. Resource level KMs
comprise the algorithmic knowledge of the domain. The Specialist KMs mostly communicate with the
Raure KMs throigh a Blackboard that is local to the Specialist KM.

The user foms an integal pot of thse KMs. An important iue in the development of KMs is the man.machine
imerface and how the infmnation generated by the user is transmituted to other KSs. We assume that the user
interacts with the computer through a high resolution bit mapped display (or appropriate system). Hence, there is a
need to provide the appropriate semantic transatiovs from the inforadtion provided by user to the form required by
other IM or KSL In the proposed system, this will be achieved by the interface definition module. Further changes
made by the user will be recorded in the local and global Blackboards (if needed) and appropriate actions triggered.
Hence, the user can be viewed as a KS taking part in the solution process.

The KMs (mostly Specialist and Strategy) can post and retrieve information from the global Blackboard.
However, an object (and associad attributes) in tfe Blackboard can have varied connotations (most semantic) in
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different KMs. Hence, there is a need to define the semantic mappings (uunsladons) between de objects in de KMs
to the objects in the Blackboard. As an example, consider the object Beam. In a architecaual KM, the beam may be
defined as follows [8]:

Beam
im-ID-COLMI-L.IM:

N&TZRIAL:

While the same object may be defined in a HVAC KM as:

Beam
L-XMD:
Rl-]lD:
D:

N&TZMAL:
1-SD-MONgM:

3mzToDs: possible-cut-outs

In the Blackboard, the same object may be defined as:

Beam

IMT-ZNID:

N&TnZPAL:

locado,:
se:

3wF--3mS :

The metlodology used in (8] seems promising adapted for developing the necessary semantic tanslations in
CiM.
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S Current Status
During the first yea of the project. our major focus has been the development of- 1) utilitles for defining the SB

object hier'archy, 2) transactions for posting. modifying and deleting information from the Blackboard. and 2) a
simulation program to demonstrate the utility of CIDCIS. which is being implemented in a hybrid progrmmng
environment called MRUMU; FRLJLEKrT supports programming in framnes and rules and was developed in LISP
at Carnegie-Mellon University by Carbonell and Shell.

These topics ame briefly descuibed below.

5.1 Graphic Definition of Objects
The use can interactively define class objects2 in the Blackboard and ICMs Classes. can either be created in LISP

or through a mcnu interface provied to the user. Fiach class has a name, several slots which describe various
atrbutes, and associaied with each slot ame facets which provide further information about the slot; the facets also

contan methods.

A class object is created by clicking on cREATE4-ASS in a menu on the screen. After creating a class object, the
user can display the class using the DISLY-.Ass option, as shown in Figure 7.

RESTORE-CL~ASS
SELECT-CLASS
CREATE-CLASS

GIE-FACT-YL *.

DISEATE-ST S ingcasBLl
RD40rnnVE-SLOTngMAE-UI~

RVOE-FCFiguu- re 7: Dsplyma)

In Fgure 8. t class Blli is mae a subclass of the HWerarciy-bject clams which becomes Blldl's superclass.
When this link is made. all uhe dlots in the Hierarchy-object class we inherited by Buld. In addition, the user can
create new slots or delete slots..For example, in Figure 9 the user created two slots, namely NAME and HAS-PARTS.

3A class duowme ie guapiq of objsas Comwm or ass) which have augmit daanaasisui. whIe m minm is a peaiiaia "idsjl
whi bclats toa class.
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RESTORE-CLASS

SELECT-CLASS :i fining class BUILDI
cPE -cATE-ASS I Warning: Redefining NAKE-BUILDI

'rame Class I:BUILDI: (:CACHE (:%CLASS :LINKED-T0-ROOT :C,
.: .:: CNENTS :PARENT :X :Y :SPACE :POSTED :MODIFIED :DELETED :HI

70A:. TORY :CURRENT-SOLUTION) :IS-A (HIERARCHY-OBJECT))
SELECT-SLOT K" INKWED-TO-ROOT (:VALUE NIL :DEPT7 2)
CafATE-SLOT O CIPONENTS (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2)

ARENT (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2)
A (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2 :CHANGEABLE 7)

GIVE-SLOT-VALUE (:VALUE NIL :DEPTF 2 :CHANGEABLE 7)
SEZCT-FACET :. .PACE (:VALUE NIL :DEPTI, 2 :CHANGEABLE 7)
CREATE-FACET SIED (:VALUE NIL :DEPTh 1)

ODIFIED (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 1)RD £-FACE"T .ELETED (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 1)

GIVE-FACET-YAWVE : ISTORY (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 1)
DISPLAY-STArUS URREN7-SOLUTION (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH I :POS7-IF-SET (NOTIFY-

..S.-..T S))

Figure 8: Linking a Class to its Superclass

Slots can be faceted or non-facete Facets slots have facets, which provide further information about the SIOL The
creation of facets is shown in Fige 10.

Instances of a clas can either be defined interactively through a menu or can by L/SP functions. For example the
function (create-irstance 'BuIlI 'Hyatt-regency) would create an instance. Hyatt-regeacy. of Build 1.

In addition to defining classes and instances, the use can also display the class hierarchy, in the form a tree.
Nodes in the tree depict classes and instances. Each node is displayed in a box with the name of the class or
instance. If the name does not fit in the box then it is abbreviad. The user can drag the mouse pointer over the tee
to an appropriate node. This will display the full name of the node (Figure I I a). If the user wants more detail about
the node, he can click on the node and he will be shown the slots of the object corresponding to the node (Figure I I
b). Fwaet information for any slot can be obtained by clicking on the slot (Figure I I c).

5.2 Blackboard Transactions
Communication betweens KMs is achieved through the Blackboard. The communication channels we established

in qecial slots of the object hierarchy in the SBB. Whenever a new KM is attached to CIDCS, its address is placed
in a special frame ian the Coordination Blackboard partition.

Cunendy, three types of messages can be sent to the Blackboard from Kis (and in sme cases vice versa). All
messages are put in a mail-box object and processed sequentially. These messages are described below.

1. Post allows a KM to store an object or objects at the appropriate levels in the SBB. The syntax of post
is: (Post local-object remote-object &/Ile). where local-object is the obect or pointer to a tree of
objects in a KM. remote-object is the level in SBB, file is the name of the file that local-object is
stored in; the & sign indicates that the file name is optional and the system creates its own name if the
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E (:VALUE "building-I" :DEPTH 0 :CHANGEABLE 1)
S-PARTS (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 9)
eining class BUILDI

RESTORE-CLA S ;; Warning: Redefining M4AKE-BUILDI

SELECT-CLASS rams Class I:BUILDI: (:CACHE (:%CLASS :LINKED-TD-ROOT :COMPO

CREATE-CLASS ENTS :PARENT :X :V :SPACE :POSTED :MODIFIED :DELETED :HISTOR
NAE-S3Pi CJASS :CURRENT-SOLUTION) :IS-A (HIERARCHY-OBJECT))

CINKED-TO-ROOT (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2)

DISPLAY-CLASS OMPONENTS (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2)

SELECT-SL.OT ARENT ( :VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2)
(:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2 :CHANGEABLE T)
(:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2 :CHANGEABLE 1)

ACE (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2 :CHANDGEABLE 7)
GIVE-SLOT-AWUE OSTED (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 1)
SELECT-FACET ODIFIED (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 1)

CREATE-FACET ELETED (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 1)

RE4OVE-FACET ISTORY (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 1)
URRENT-SOLUTION (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 1 :POST-IF-SET (NOTIFY-Mi

GIVE-FACET- VALE

DISPLAY-STATUS E (:VALUE "building-i" :DEPTH 0 :CHANGEABLE 1)
P.SE-FJT S-PARTS (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 0)

QU IT

Figure 9: Creation of Slos

;;Warning: Redefining MAKE-BUILDI
rams Class I:BUILDI: (:CACHE (:%CLASS :LINKED-7O-ROGT :CDIP
NTS :PARENT :X :Y :SPACE :POSTED :MODIFIED :DELETED :HISTOR

. :CURRENT-SOLUTION) :IS-A (HIERARCHY-OBJECT))
RESTORE-CLAS INKED-TO-ROOT (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2)
SEL.ECT-CLAS3" OMPONENTS (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2)

CREA:TE-CLASS ARENT (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2)

NM-SiUPERiASS (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2 :CHANGEABLE 7)
(:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2 :CHANGEABLE T)

DISPLAY-CL.ASS PACE (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 2 :CHANGEABLE T)
SELECT-SLOT OSTED (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 1)
CREATE-SLOT ODIFIED (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 1)

40YE-SIOT )EETED (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 1)
ISTORY (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 1)

GIYE-SLOT-TALUE NT-SOLUTION (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH I :POST-IF-SET (NOTIFY-

SLCT-FCZT ))
CRETE-iFAAC=ET E (:VALUE "building-I" :DEPTH 9 :CHANGEABLE T)

UIOTS-FACIM -PARTS (:VALUE NIL :DEPTH 9)

elected class BUILD
DISILAT-STTS elected slot : NAME

pust-ruT lected facet : (VALUE DEPTH CHANGEABLE)

QUIT

Figure 10: Creation of Facets

file name is not provided. As soon as the Blackboard receives the posted message it accesses the
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appropriatefile in the KM and updates the SBB. This process is depicted in Figure 12.

2. Retrieve gets the information from the SBB to a KM. The syntax of this command is (Retrieve
remote-object &file). If object does not contain any information, i.e., it has a value Ail, in the SBB
then the Blackboard relays a message across the network to the appropriate KM that can provide the
information; it is assumed that objects in SBB contain the names of the KMs that can update the
objects. The retrieving process is depicted in Figure 13.

3. Delete provides a KM the ability to delete information on the Blackboard (SBB). The syntax of delete
is (Delete remote.object). Delete does not erase predeimed classes. 1N. only removes the instances.
This function is cunendy being updated.

knowledge module blackboard

rame-4
o bj-4

frame-7

o bj -

ame ob -1

fi le-1

posting frame-1 on obj-1

Fiqure 12: Posting Information to the Blackbord

S.3 A Simulation
A simulation of he Hyau Regency design process was developed on two SUN computers to demonstrate some of

the capabilites of CIDCIS. The Blackboard and the Critic, Constraint Manager, and Strategic KMs exist on the first
machine (Figure 14), while the Connection Designer and the Struicnial Fabricator KMs reside on the second

machine (Figun 15S).

The design-fabrcation sequence is descnbed below and shown in Figures 15 through 20.
1. Connection desiper KM posts the connection design (denoted by 1-tod-connection) of the fourth floor

walkway on the Blackbnard (Figure 15 a).

2. Blackboard receives the design (Figure 16 a and b).

3. The connection object has a method that indicates that the connection design should be checked by the
Critic KM. Hence, the Blackboard sends the connection design to the Critic KM (Figure 16 c and d).
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knowledge module blackboard

framen-i

, obj V

mailbox

retrieving frame-i

Figure 13: Remrieving Information From the Blacbmrd

4. The Critic KM replies that the connection design is acceptab (Figure 16 e).

5. T7e Structural Fabricator KM is sent a message that a connection design has been completed and
needs fabrication (Figure 17 a). The Fabricator retrieves the connection design. makes modifications
and sends it back to the Blackboard (Figure 18 a, Figure 19 a and b).

6. Blackboard notifies the Strategic KM to check for possible conflicts (Figure 19 c).

7. Strategic KM retrieves the two connection (rod) designs (Figure 19 d) and sends it to the Consint
Manager KM to check for violation of interface constraints (Figure 19 e).

8. Constraint Manager KM notifies the Strategic KM that the designs are incompatible (Figure 19 f).

9. Strategic KM notifies this to both the Connection Designer and the Suucuzral Fabricator (Figure 18 b
and c, Figure 20 a and b).

6 List of Publiations and Technical Presentations
The cwemt project has some unique features that ae not fully integrated in other systems. Some of these features

an:

1. Object oriented Blackboard, which acts as an intelligent datlabse.

2. Distributed Computing, where KMs reside in different compute.

3. Heterogeneous KMs, where KMs may be implemented in different programming environments.

4. Negotiation, where conflicts between cooperating KMs are resolved.
We feel that CI CIS will be instrumentl in improving productivity in engineering, reducing design errors.

lthe esnma duip b ovimnd cmmer-ioi daip itself wu falty, We we asnm hen ai iis an mepable desipl.
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Figure 15: Set UP for Simulation of dfe Hyatt Regency Design Problem (Cid.)
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increasing the detail to which design is carried prior to manufactaring or consmction, increasing the speed of the
design process, and bringing recognition of the impacts of design decisions on time, cost, and manufacurability or
constructability beck to the designers. Hence we are making considerable effort to present our work in various
conferences. A list of publications based on this work is given below.

1. Suiram, D., Logcher, R. and Groleau, N., A Framework for a Computer Integrated Design and
Construction System International Conference on Computational Engineering Science, Atlanta,
Georgia, April 1998 (Invited].

2. Sritzn, D., et al., Articial Intelligence in Engineering Design: The M. I. T. Perspective, Indo-US
Systems and Signals Workshop, Bangalore, India, January 1988 (Imvited].

3. Srimm, D., Blackboard Architectures in Engineering: Somae Examples, AAAI Workshop on
Blackboard Systems, American Association of Artificial Intelligence, Philadelphia. July 1987.

In addition, the support of ARO is also acknowledged in the following books:
1. Tong, C. and Siram, D. (Editors) Artificial Intelligence Approaches for Engineering Design, 1988

(Forthcoming).
2. Sriram, D. (Editor) Knowledge-Based Expert Systems For Engineering, 1988 (Forthcoming).

7 Summary
The development and testing of knowledge based computer tools for the integration of design and consuction

(CIDCIS) were described. CIDCIS is intended to provide coordination among multiple designers impacts of design.
decisions. It can be envisioned as a network of computers and users (called Knowledge Modules), where the
communication and coordination is achieved, through a global database - the Blackboard, by a control mechanism.
During the first year of the project our major focus has been the development of: 1) utilities for defining the object
hierarchy in the Blackboard, 2) transactions for posting, modifying and deleting information from the Blackboard,
and 2) a simulation program to demonstrate the utility of CIDOS.
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